
Webinar One – The Equation of Life



• Know the five terms of the equation of life

• Use the equation to make the link between curriculum and 
finance 

• Understand the role of the equation of life in the process of ICFP

Learning outcomes



The aim is to do three things with as few numbers as possible. 
These things are

• To provide a simple link between key variables summarising the finances 
and curriculum and making it possible to see how changing one variable 
affects the others and to what extent.

• To support comparison of key variables between different schools and 
from year to year in any one school.

• To provide a ‘rule of thumb’ for school leaders in decision making.

What is the purpose of the ‘equation of life’



Quantity School A Value School B Value

Total available revenue 

excluding any carry forward or 

deficit from previous years

£6,250,000 £3,900,000

September pupil roll 1250 750
Estimated expenditure on all 

essential non teacher costs
£2,500,000 1,800,000

Estimated average teacher cost £50,000 £52,000

Part One – comparing finances

The raw data in this table is not a good basis for fair 

comparison because the school differ in size of pupil roll



Quantity School A Value School B Value

Affordable FTE teachers in 

an in year balanced budget. 

Rounded down to the 

nearest 0.1 FTE

75.0 FTE 40.3 FTE

Part One – comparing finances

It can be used to calculate the FTE value for affordable 

teachers but again this is not really comparable between 

schools again because of the difference in pupil roll.



Quantity School A Value School B Value

Total available revenue per pupil excluding any 

carry forward or deficit from previous years

£5,000 £5,200

Proportion of revenue available for teacher cost in 

a balanced budget shown to two decimal places

0.60 0.54

Estimated average teacher cost £50,000 £52,000

Calculated result from the three quantities above School A Value School B Value

Affordable Pupil to teacher ratio (PTR). Rounded 

down to the nearest 0.1

16.7 18.5

Part One – comparing finances

It can all be reorganised into values that are fair to compare.



The calculation used to work out the PTR the school can afford is 
the first bit of “the equation of life”.

• The terms in the equation can be benchmarked.

• The PTR is the critical thing.

• This finance PTR must be equal to or lower than the PTR 
required for the curriculum to avoid a deficit! 

Part One comparing finances



• The currency of the curriculum is the teacher period (One teacher 
on the timetable for one period is called a teacher period)

• It is possible to represent a teacher period in terms of its cost in 
pounds but this is a potential minefield of misunderstanding 
unless the method used is clearly defined. It is questionable 
whether the information it provides is actually useful rather then 
just impressive!

• The next slide compares curriculum cost between two schools

Part Two – comparing curriculum cost ( leading to “What is 
the PTR required for the curriculum?”) 

In Primary schools ‘periods’ might be less obvious on a timetable. The ‘period’ is just a unit of time. Most 

Primary schools can be analysed using half days as a period i.e. with a ‘10 period timetable cycle’ 

covering one calendar week.  (see support notes for more detail)



Quantity School A Value School B Value

Length of timetable cycle 50 30

September pupil roll 1250 750

Total of all teacher periods on the curriculum plan including 

intervention activity, team teaching and learning support

2919 985

Part Two – comparing curriculum cost 

Note that periods for PPA, management and other non-contact activity do not count as part of the 

curriculum plan

The differences in school roll and timetable cycle mean that the teacher period totals cannot be 

compared fairly without some further arithmetic



Quantity School A Value School B Value

Length of timetable cycle 50 30

September pupil roll 1250 750

Total of all teacher periods on the curriculum plan including 

intervention activity, team teaching and learning support

2919 985

Average number of teachers teaching on any one period 58.38 32.83

Average Class Size ( Pupil to teacher ratio in the classroom) 21.41 22.84

Part Two – comparing curriculum cost 

Divide line 3 by line 1 to get the value on line 4

Divide line 2 by the line 4 value to get the ‘Average Class Size’

The Average class size is a statistic that gives a fair curriculum comparison!

Average Class Size is the name for the ratio of pupils to teachers in the timetable as opposed to those 

employed in the school. It might not be the same as the average size of a teaching group ( see notes)



• The easy way to do this is to use the CONTACT RATIO.

• This is the proportion of the cycle teachers spend teaching taken 
as an average across all staff on the payroll as teachers even if, 
like some head teachers they do not do any teaching!

• The next two slides illustrate one way of calculating it which can 
be used both when all staff are known and also when there are 
still staff to be appointed or in a future year where matters are 
quite uncertain.

To get to the PTR required we must compare teacher 
teaching loads.



This table shows the teacher periods (tp) in fictional school for the 8 
Full Time Equivalent (FTE) teachers who are either on SLT or who 
have some management time allocated

Comparing teacher teaching loads.

Name FTE tp load Management PPA

Snow White 1 0 25 0

Doc 1 8 16 1

Grumpy 1 8 16 1

Happy 1 18 5 2

Sleepy 1 18 5 2

Bashful 1 18 5 2

Sneezy 1 20 3 2

Dopey 1 20 3 2

Totals 8 110 78 12



If there are a further 20 FTE classroom teachers all of whom have a 
teaching load od 22 out of 25 with 3 PPA periods then this 
summarises as

Comparing teacher teaching loads.

Name FTE Total tp load

SLT and management 

teachers

8 110

Classroom Teachers 20 440

Totals 28 550

Quantity Value Note

Average load ( average tp per FTE) 19.64 Total tp ÷ total FTE

Contact ratio 0.786 Average load ÷ cycle length



• The contact ratio is a fair comparison between schools. If you 
have a defined management structure you can estimate it for 
future years without knowing the individuals concerned

The next slide shows a table comparing the two schools from earlier 

• The tp required on the curriculum plan could be for a future year 
in which case the FTE required is the output and the contact ratio 
is a benchmarking statistic.

Comparing teacher teaching loads.



Quantity School A School B

Length of timetable cycle 50 30

September pupil roll 1250 750

Total of all tp on the curriculum plan 2919 985

FTE teacher total for SLT and Management 45 26

Total tp contribution from SLT and management 1603 569

Balance of tp required from classroom teachers 1316 416

Teaching load for a classroom teacher 44 26

Number of classroom teachers required 29.9 16

Total FTE required 74.9 42

Average teaching load across all teachers 38.97 23.45

Contact ratio 0.779 0.782

Average Class Size ( PTR in the curriculum) 21.41 22.84

Comparing curriculum statistics.

Lines with a blue fill are the result of calculations from other lines



The last two lines in the comparison table allow us to compare 
curriculum cost in terms of the overall PTR required in the school. 
(we call this the School PTR required for the curriculum but just use 
the symbol PTR in the equation below to get it on one line!)

This happens because of the second bit of the equation of life
𝑃𝑇𝑅 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑡 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 × 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒

Using this with the last two lines of the table is shown on the next 
slide

Part Two – comparing curriculum cost 



Quantity School A School B

Contact ratio 0.779 0.782

Average Class Size ( PTR in the curriculum) 21.41 22.84

School PTR required for the curriculum 16.68 17.86

Part Two – comparing curriculum cost 

The last line gives a PTR value that can be benchmarked against other schools. In a balanced 

budget the bottom line is that this PTR value must be the same as the financial PTR we saw earlier. 

The next slide gives the three possible scenarios



There are three possibilities

Part Two – comparing curriculum cost 

Possibility Financial consequence

Finance PTR > School PTR required for the curriculum DEFICIT

Finance PTR = School PTR required for the curriculum BALANCE

Finance PTR < School PTR required for the curriculum SURPLUS

A way of calculating the size of surplus or deficit from the difference in PTRs is described in 

the support notes so it can be put in a spreadsheet if required



Part three. It means more than a pattern you put numbers 
into!

If the quantity on the top ( the numerator) increases

Then the value of the calculation on the bottom (the denominator) has to increase as well to 

keep the same PTR and vice versa

Which begs the question, ‘What is the upper limit for the PTR for your school and how do I keep 

the result of the equation above at or below that value?’



The answer to ‘What is the upper limit of PTR in my school?” is in 
the second half of the equation

Firstly the contact ratio has an upper limit determined by four things
• The maximum teaching load for a classroom teacher

• The total level of management time the school requires

• The proportion of management time in relation to overall teaching time

• The goodness of timetable fit that can be achieved.

Part three. It means more than a pattern you put numbers 
into!



• It is unlikely that the contact ratio can be made much higher than 
0.8 in most secondary schools and 0.85 in most primary schools.

• In general schools may also need to operate at a level lower than 
these values once work life balance for staff is taken into 
account.

• Since 2008 ASCL has advocated an aspirational target of 0.78 for 
the contact ratio in a secondary school but recognises that this 
may in fact be too high for some institutions to consider.

• For the sake of illustration we will assume that 0.78 is the 
school’s upper limit. Please note this is an example and not a 
benchmark!

Part three. It means more than a pattern you put numbers 
into!



• The upper limit to the average class size is determined not only by the size 
of classes but also on the level of additional work such as intervention and 
learning support undertaken by teachers.

• The average size of the planned classes ignoring any team teaching or 
pupil extraction depends upon how many different subdivisions of year 
groups are used and how large the resulting classes are. For instance 
having an option scheme in year 9 will usually lead to a lower average 
class size than just starting the option scheme in year 10.

• For the sake of illustration imagine the upper limit to the average class size 
in a really tight curriculum plan is 24

Part three. It means more than a pattern you put numbers 
into!



• We have
• Upper limit for contact ratio = 0.78

• Upper limit to average class size = 24

• Hence the upper limit for the PTR is 18.72

• If the per pupil revenue is £5,000 and the estimated average teacher cost is 
£50,000 then the equation tells us that the maximum revenue spend on 
everything except teachers is 0.534 or £2,671 per pupil.

• There are other applications which are illustrated and discussed in the ICFP 
material on the DfE website. 

• https://www.gov.uk/guidance/integrated-curriculum-and-financial-planning-
icfp#icfp-tools

Part three. It means more than a pattern you put numbers 
into!

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/integrated-curriculum-and-financial-planning-icfp#icfp-tools


Quantity Symbol used 

Average Teacher Cost S

Revenue per pupil I

Proportion of revenue for teacher cost in a balanced budget p

Contact Ratio c

Average class size ( Pupil to teacher ratio in the curriculum) A

So the bottom line in a balanced budget is ‘The equation of 
life’

𝑆

𝐼𝑝
= 𝑐𝐴

And the two things to remember are

1) Both sides of the equation equal the PTR if the budget balances.

2) The mathematics is true whether  you believe it or not! 








